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4.16. International carriage of passengers via airports, ports, by
buses and rail transport shall be cancelled, except for carriage of
passengers by State aircraft and military transport. The Minister for
Transport is entitled to make exceptions in relation to the fulfilment
of international carriage of passengers. The Minister for Transport
shall take the decision after receipt of the relevant request;
4.16.1 Decision to allow companies post their employees abroad or
bring employees to the Republic of Latvia for delivery or provision
of specific order or works, taken by the Minister for Economics,
shall be based on recommendations of the Latvian Investment and
Development Agency.
4.17. The movement of persons and vehicles through airport, port,
railway and road border crossing points at the European Union’s
external border, as well as at border crossing points intended for
local border traffic, other than freight transport, shall be prohibited
from 17 March 2020. The Minister for the Interior and the Minister
for Foreign Affairs or Commander of State Border Guard may lift
restrictions on the movement of certain persons and vehicles. This
provision shall not apply to employees of transport and passenger
transport companies, crews of passenger, cargo or test/maintenance
flights/trips, passengers and seafarers referred to in Article 4.16
herein, returning to Latvia or aboard their vessel if there are no
symptoms of acute respiratory infection and has been no contact
with persons infected with Covid-19;
4.18 Nationals of the Republic of Latvia and foreigners whose
permanent residence is the Republic of Latvia shall be authorized to
cross the border of the Republic of Latvia through the border
crossing points referred to in Article 4.17 of this Order once – only
to travel to their place of permanent residence;
4.19. Foreigners shall be authorized to leave the Republic of Latvia
via the border crossing points referred to in Article 4.17 of this
Order.
4.45 drivers of goods vehicles shall comply with the following
work and rest period restrictions:
4.45.1 daily drivers’ hours shall not exceed 11 hours (instead of
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9h as previously regulated);
4.45.2 weekly drivers’ hours shall not exceed 60 hours (instead
of 56 hours as previously regulated);
4.45.3 aggregate drivers’ hours shall not exceed 96 hours in any
2 consecutive weeks (instead of currently regulated 90 hours);
4.45.4 except cases when driver has extended rest, drivers shall
have at least 45-minute breaks after no more than 5 hours 30
minutes driving (instead of currently regulated 4 hours 30
minutes driving);
4.45.5 drivers can request reduction of unbroken rest period
of 45 hours a week to 24 hours a week without compensation;
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Order of the Minister for Transport 26.03.2020 No.01-03/79
http://www.sam.
“Social distancing and precaution measures in public transport”
gov.lv/?cat=8&a
I.
Measures for carrier
rt_id=9594
1. Regularly monitor the number of passengers and assign
vehicles of adequate capacity for performing of voyages.
2. Limit as much as possible the use of M2 category buses
(minibuses) for passenger transport. Passengers are not
allowed to stand in M2 category buses (minibuses).
3. For bus operations carrier must ensure that not more than 50%
of bus tickets are sold. Vehicle driver (thereafter - driver),
whilst selling the tickets should control that not more than
50% of bus seats are taken. Driver has a right to refuse
boarding, if number of passengers in the bus is more than 50%
of bus capacity.
4. Where practicable, arrange passenger seating in the vehicle in
a way that seat next to the occupied seat is not occupied, with
occupied seats rotated and passengers seated or standing at a
distance of 2m (excluding members of the same household and
passengers with children).
5. Ensure that the driver keeps distance from the passenger when
performing his / her duties and that at least the first row seats
are not accessible to passengers in vehicles where the driver's
compartment is not separated from the passenger
compartment.
6. Visually mark or otherwise restrict those seats that cannot be
occupied.
7. Encourage passengers to make maximum use of remote
ticketing facilities. Reduce opportunities for passengers to
purchase travel tickets from the driver or conductor. If this is
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not possible, the driver or conductor must wear rubber gloves
to use electronic tools, issue tickets and receive payment, or
disinfect hands immediately afterwards.
Provide passengers with information on precautions in audio
or visual form in vehicles, websites, stops, terminals, stations,
etc.
Provide full daily disinfection of vehicle interior and cabin
surfaces.
Provide the driver with rubber gloves as well as a hand
sanitizer or an option to disinfect hands before and after the
voyage.
Instructing managers, conductors and informing other
involved parties of these measures.
Measures for transport organizers
When planning route itineraries, take into account the terms of
this Order and, if necessary, arrange additional trips.
Examine the possibility of waiving all or part of the fare
reduction to enforce this Order.
Measures for passengers
Before traveling, evaluate the necessity of the trip and use
public transport only in essential cases (to or from the
workplace; visits to the shop, pharmacy, etc.).
If possible, make a journey when there are fewer passengers in
public transport.
Evaluate the possibility of using public transport for
passengers who belong to the group at risk of morbidity, when
possible use it outside peak hours - starting at 10 a.m. until 3
p.m.
Do not make short distance journeys and opt for other modes
of transport.
Purchase a public transport ticket prior to the trip, using
remote ticketing options as much as possible.
Only occupy seats permitted by the carrier in the vehicle.
Maintain a 2 meters clearance when entering, exiting, and
selecting a parking space (except for members of the same
household and passengers with children).
Inform other passengers, as appropriate, of the precautions
taken and inform the driver, the conductor or the competent
national authorities of any failure to comply with these
requirements.
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The COVID-19 outbreak has resulted in drastic travel restrictions
and closure of borders between a majority of States.
• Holders of air traffic controller licences as per Regulation (EU)
2015/340 experience difficulties in both the use of synthetic training
devices (STDs) to complete their scheduled recurrent training /
assessment activities and the access to examination for maintaining
their language proficiency.
• certificate in order to revalidate their relevant AME privileges are
not able to timely reach or gain access to their competent authorities.
This would result in expiry of said certificates.
As a result of the aforementioned unforeseen circumstances, it is
needed to apply this exemption to said holders of European licences,
ratings, certificates and attestations as well as ANSPs when the said
circumstances are declared to the CAA by either the holder (of the
licence, rating, endorsement, certificate or attestation) or the ANSP
to ensure a certain level of business continuity for organisations for
which and Annex IV of Regulation (EU) No 2015/340 are
applicable. This Exemption aims to reduce the severity of the
disruptions that would otherwise occur due to non-availability of a
sufficient number of ATCOs licence holders to operate on behalf of
ANSP.
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